MEMORANDUM CONCERNING ELECTRONIC LIBRARY RESOURCES

To: Tax Students

Re: Tax Research Materials

In your upper level tax courses, there are excellent electronic library resources available to you. This memorandum is not intended to be an exhaustive list of secondary sources, but our goal is to provide you hyperlinks to materials that we believe are potentially useful for your further study and available to you at no cost (NOTE: all WG&L treatises are on both Westlaw and Checkpoint). Checkpoint requires you to have a student ID, and their instructions for obtaining one are attached.

6. Oil and Gas Taxation: (Hennessee, Oil and Gas : Federal Income Taxation (KF6482.M52019); Polevoi & Byrnes, Federal Taxation of Oil and Gas Transactions (LexisNexis)
8. Real Estate Taxation: Robinson: Federal Income Taxation of Real Estate (WG&L); Federal Taxation of Real Estate (LexisNexis)